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Discover how to harness the full power of open source tools to build a free J2EE enterprise platform
The choice is yours . . . you can spend thousands of dollars on commercial enterprise platforms or you can take advantage of free, fast, and reliable open source alternatives. To make your decision even easier, this innovative book provides you with all the tools you need to seamlessly combine the most popular open source tools into a single, integrated enterprise platform that can be used for development and deployment of Enterprise Java applications. The authors introduce you to several open source Java projects, covering the basics of enterprise architectures and providing an overviewof open source developer tools.     

They then explore the components that you can use to deliver Web-based applications and show you how to build and communicate with the enterprise infrastructure using such components as JDBC, JMS, and Enterprise JavaBeans™. After you’ve created the platform, the authors guide you through the process of moving an application from development to a production environment, so you’ll be up and running in no time!     

With the help of comprehensive code examples, this book will show you how to:     

	Create your own Java enterprise platform
	Select the right open source components for the platform
	Utilize leading tools such as Tomcat, Struts, MySQL®, and JBoss
	Ensure that all open source components work together
	Integrate open source tools with commercial platforms to boost development speed and efficiency


The companion Web site contains the book’s original source code, a working sample application for the integrated development environment, and links you can visit to download all of the tools featured in the book.     

       About the Author
   JOHN T. BELL is an instructor of server-side Java technologies for the Center for Applied Information Technology at Towson State University in Maryland. He also serves as a technical architect for a major hospitality company.    

    JAMES T. LAMBROS is a software architect/analyst for Caterpillar Financial Corporation. He has also been involved with several software development projects during his career with IBM.    

    STANFORD NG is the cofounder of Nuglu, LLC and directing software development at ciMediaGroup, a division of Creative Images. He is a coconspirator with Dr. Robert Nideffer behind the international award-winning Proxy/MAM research project.       
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Stock Investing For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2006

	Fully covers today's economic realities — and new opportunities


	Build your wealth with smart investing — even in a bear market!


	With so many choices, investing can be tricky. Stock Investing For Dummies, 2nd Edition, makes it simple with proven tactics and time-tested strategies for picking winners. This...
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Upgrading and Repairing PCs (14th Edition)Que, 2002
This is the newest comprehensive update to the world's #1 guide to PC repair and maintenance. Worldrenowned PC hardware expert Scott Mueller has thoroughly updated his legendary Upgrading and Repairing PCs to reflect today's latest PC technologies, and added a new DVD with more than two hours of digital video demonstrating PC maintenance and...
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Application Integration: EAI B2B BPM and SOAJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Application integration assembles methods and tools for organizing exchanges between applications, and intra- and inter-enterprise business processes. A strategic tool for enterprises, it introduces genuine reactivity into information systems facing business changes, and as a result, provides a significant edge in optimizing costs.

...
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Military Cryptanalysis, Part I, Monoalphabetic Substitution Systems (Cryptographic Series, C-30)Aegean Park Pr, 1996

	This book provides an excellent foundation for solving cipher systems. The text describes the fundamental principles of cipher solution plus use of the unilateral frequency distribution in the solution process is covered in some detail. Various unilateral and multilateral systems are carefully discussed. In addition, the text introduces the...
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Open Sources: Voices from the Open Source RevolutionO'Reilly, 1999
Open Sources: Voices from the Open Source Revolution is a fascinating look at the raging debate that is its namesake. Filled with writings from the central players--from Linux creator Linus Torvalds to Perl creator Larry Wall--the book convinces the reader of the overwhelming merits of freeing up the many iterations of software's source...
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Text, Speech and Dialogue: 13th International Conference, TSD 2010, Brno, Czech Republic, September 6-10Springer, 2010


	The annual Text, Speech and Dialogue Conference (TSD), which originated in 1998, is

	now starting its second decade. So far more than 1,000 authors from 45 countries have

	contributed to the proceedings. TSD constitutes a recognized platform for the presentation

	and discussion of state-of-the-art technology and recent achievements in...
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